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Abstract

We construct an eternally inflating spacelike brane world model.
If the space dimension of the brane is three (SM2) or six (SM5) for M
theory or four (SD3) for superstring theory, a time-dependent n-form
field would supply a constant energy density and cause exponentially
expansion of the spacelike brane. In these cases, the hyperbolic space
perpendicular to the brane would keep its scale factor constant. In
the other cases, however, the extra space would vary in size.

PACS numbers: 95.36.+X, 11.25.Wx, 11.25.Yb
keywords: Spacelike braneworld, Accelerating cosmologies

1 Introduction

Recent measurements of background cosmic microwaves [1] have made
it even clearer that our universe underwent an inflationary evolution
during its infancy. In addition, it has been shown that the present
universe is still expanding, perhaps at a constant rate of acceleration
(late-time inflation) [2], although this rate is definitely much slower
than initially. The quantum effects of gravity may be essential in
giving an account of this initial inflation. Late-time inflation, however,
seems to be explained within the limits of general relativity, since the
present universe is in a low-energy state. If the cosmological constant
is the only source of late-time inflation, it can not be zero but a very
small positive value. Although the cosmological constant is chosen
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arbitrarily within the limits of general relativity, this becomes difficult
if general relativity is regarded as a low-energy effective theory of M-
theory/superstring theory.

There is a no-go theorem [3] that 4-dimensional de Sitter spacetime
could not realized by the ordinary compactification methods available
under M theory/superstring theory. One way to overcome this prob-
lem [4] would be to put S-branes, which are time-dependent spacelike
branes, into the model [5][6][7][8]. Since Dp-branes are objects which
extend in p space dimensions and a time dimension, Sq-branes extend
in (q + 1) space dimensions in ordinary notation. It is known that ac-
celerating S-brane solutions exist and that eternal inflation is possible
if the universe is hyperbolic [9][10]. Higher order quantum correc-
tions added to the action, solutions including exponentially expand-
ing braneworld and static extra space have been found numerically
[11][12]. Without higher order corrections, however, such solutions
have not been found.

In this letter, our starting point is Einstein gravity coupled to a
dilaton and an n-form field as a low-energy effective theory of M-
theory/superstring theory. Setting the time axis on the scale parame-
ter of the hyperbolic space perpendicular to the brane, we obtain an-
alytical solutions which include exponentially-expanding Robertson-
Walker spacetime as the braneworld and hyperbolic space with a con-
stant scale factor as the extra space, provided the brane is SM2 or
SM5 or SD3. In the other cases, the braneworld also expands, but the
extra space varies in size. In the former cases, the dilaton coupling
constant is zero and the n-form field term works as a cosmological
constant. Some proposals for solving the cosmological constant prob-
lem with the aid of 4-form fields of M-theory have been introduced
[13][14]. The problem with these solutions, however, is the stabiliza-
tion of the compact dimensions, which is similar as suggested by other
studies [15][16].

The hyperbolic space HD−p−2 perpendicular to the exponentially-
expanding brane of our model has a constant scale factor. Modding
out HD−p−2 by an appropriate freely acting discrete subgroup of the
isometry group of HD−p−2, a compact hyperbolic manifold is obtained.
A model in which the universe is the direct product of a Robertson-
Walker spacetime and a compact hyperbolic manifold has been studied
[17][18][19]. These studies have pointed out the importance of compact
hyperbolic manifolds for internal space, but have suggested no models
for the origin of their structure.
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2 S-Brane solution

We consider Einstein gravity coupled to a dilaton ϕ and an n-form field
F as a low-energy effective theory of M-theory/superstring theory,
whose action I is

I =
1

16πG

∫
dDx

√
−g

[
R − 1

2
(∂ϕ)2 − 1

2 · n!
eαϕF 2

]
, (1)

where α is the dilaton coupling constant and the bare cosmological
constant is assumed to be zero. D=11 for M-theory and D=10 for
superstring theories.

We assume the following metric form:

ds2 = e2uδijdxidxj + e2vηabdyadyb, (2)

where
i, j = 1, · · · , p + 1,

a, b = p + 2, · · · , D,

ηab = {diag.(+, · · · , +,−)}.

We use xi, i = 1, · · · , p + 1 as the coordinates on a spacelike brane
(Sp-brane). A single S-brane solution has been given [20] and general
orthogonally intersecting solutions have also been posited [21], where
the metric functions u and v and fields ϕ and F depend only on yD.
We assume the metrics and the fields do not depend only on the
timelike coordinate yD but also on the other perpendicular coordinates
ya, a = p + 2, · · · , D − 1, i.e.

u = u(y) ≡ u(yp+2, · · · , yD),

v = v(y) ≡ v(yp+2, · · · , yD),

ϕ = ϕ(y) ≡ ϕ(yp+2, · · · , yD),

F = F (y) ≡ F (yp+2, · · · , yD).

A D-brane solution which depends on all the extra space coordinates
has been suggested [22].

The field strength for an electrically charged Sp-brane is given by

Fi1···in−1a(y) = ϵi1···in−1∂aE(y), (3)

where
n = p + 2.

The magnetically charged case is given by

F a1···an =
1√
−g

e−αϕϵa1···anb∂bE(y), (4)
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where
n = D − p − 2.

The field equations are

−∂2u − (∂u){V (∂u) + U(∂v)} =
U

2(U + V )
eεαϕ−2V u(∂E)2, (5)

ηab

[
− ∂2v − (∂v){U(∂v) + V (∂u)}

]
− U∂av∂bv − V ∂au∂bu

−{∂a∂b − ∂av∂b − ∂bv∂a}{Uv + V u}

=
1
2
eεαϕ−2V u

[
∂aE∂bE − V

U + V
ηab(∂E)2

]
+

1
2
∂aϕ∂bϕ, (6)

∂a{eV u+Uvηab∂bϕ} =
εα

2
eεαϕ−V u+Uv(∂E)2, (7)

∂a{eεαϕ−V u+Uvηab∂bE} = 0, (8)

and the Bianchi identity is

∂[aF···] = 0, (9)

where ηab is the inverse matrix of ηab and

∂2 ≡ ηab∂a∂b,

(∂f)(∂g) ≡ ηab(∂af)(∂bg)

for arbitrary functions f, g. U , V and ε are constants defined as

U ≡ D − p − 3, V ≡ p + 1. (10)

ε = +1(−1) if F is an electric (a magnetic) field. (11)

To simplify the calculation, we assume

V u(y) + Uv(y) = 0. (12)

Then, the above field equations and the Bianchi identity become

−∂2u =
U

2(U + V )
eεαϕ−2V u(∂E)2, (13)

−∂2vηab − U∂av∂bv − V ∂au∂bu

=
1
2
∂aϕ∂bϕ +

1
2
eεαϕ−2V u

[
∂aE∂bE − V

U + V
ηab(∂E)2

]
, (14)

∂2ϕ =
εα

2
eεαϕ−2V u(∂E)2, (15)
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∂a{eεαϕ−2V uηab∂bE}. (16)

The Bianchi identity (9) is trivially satisfied in the electric case, and
so is the field equation (8) in the magnetic case.

We write candidates which satisfy the assumption (12) for the
solution of the above equations (13) ∼ (16) as

E(y) =
√

2
W

iH(y), (17)

u(y) =
U

W (U + V )
lnH(y), (18)

v(y) = − V

W (U + V )
lnH(y), (19)

ϕ(y) = − α

W
lnH(y), (20)

where

W =
α2

2
+

UV

U + V
. (21)

These become the right solutions of the field equations (13) ∼ (16) if

H(y) ≡ 1
h(y)

, ∂2h(y) = 0. (22)

3 Eternally inflating brane

Now consider a metric which depends only on the scale parameter r
of the entire, or part, of the spacetime perpendicular to the brane:

r ≡
√
−ηãb̃y

ãyb̃, −ηãb̃y
ãyb̃ > 0, (23)

ã, b̃ = D − m, · · · , D, 2 ≤ m ≤ D − p − 2.

Note that r is a timelike coordinate. To satisfy (22),

H(r) ∼ rm−1. (24)

Then, the metric of this spacetime is

ds2
⊥ = −e2v[dr2 − r2(dθ2 + sinh2 θ(dΩm−1)2) − δâb̂dyâdyb̂], (25)

â, b̂ = p + 2, · · · , D − m − 1,

where dΩm−1 is the metric on a (m − 1)-dimensional unit spheri-
cal surface Sm−1 and r2(dθ2 + sinh2 θ(dΩm−1)2) is the metric of m-
dimensional hyperbolic space Hm.
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We will look for an exponentially inflating brane solution. That is,
d-dimensional Robertson-Walker spacetime

ds2
d = −dt2 + a2(t)dx2 (26)

is constructed from an S-brane and the time perpendicular to the S-
brane. The scale factor a(t) is assumed to be an increasing exponential
of cosmic time t:

u = kt, (27)

where k is a positive constant.
Let us define cosmic time t as

dt2 ≡ e2v(r)dr2. (28)

Solving (27) and (28), H and t are given by

H =
(V kr

U

)W (U+V )/V
, (29)

t =
U

kV
ln

(V kr

U

)
. (30)

Taking into account m ≤ D − p − 2, the exponent in (29) should
satisfy

W (U + V )
V

= m − 1 ≤ D − p − 3. (31)

Calling (10) and (21), (31) is satisfied if the dilaton coupling α = 0 and
m − 1 = D − p − 3. α = 0 is the case in 11-dimensional supergravity
and 10-dimensional superstring with a 5-form field. The former has
a 4-form field, which introduces SM2-brane in the electric case or
SM5-brane in the magnetic case. The latter includes SD3-brane in
both cases. The SM2-brane solution, in particular, gives an eternally
accelerating 3-dimensional space.

Although our setting may seem to be similar to previous studies[4][8][11][12],
our solution is quite novel. If we start with metric such as

ds2 = −e2u0(t)dt2 + e2u(t)δijdxidxj + e2v(t)dΣ (32)

in place of (2), our solution is not obtained as a general solution, that
is, it becomes a singular solution of the field equations.

We expect the non-zero cosmological constant to appear when m−
1 = D − p − 3 and α = 0, since the brane expands exponentially. Let
us confirm this. When the dilaton coupling α = 0, the dilaton field
vanishes and the action (1) becomes

I =
1

16πG

∫
dDx

√
−g

[
R − 1

2 · n!
F 2

]
, (33)
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where
F 2 = e−2V u−2vn!(∂E)2. (34)

With the aid of (17), (18), (19) and (38), the n-form term becomes

1
2n!

F 2 =
(m − 1)2

W

(V k

U

)2
H2(m−1

U
−1). (35)

Hence, it works as a cosmological constant at a classical level.
Next, we consider the extra space. When m − 1 = D − p − 3 and

α = 0, the metric function of the hyperbolic space is

e2v =
(V kr

U

)−2
. (36)

Cancelling r-dependence, the metric (25) becomes

ds2
⊥ = −dt2 +

U2

V 2k2
(dθ2 + sinh2 θ(dΩD−p−3)2). (37)

Thus, we see that the scale of the hyperbolic space is independent of
time.

On the other hand, if m − 1 < D − p − 3 for superstring theory,
setting

H =
(V kr

U

)m−1
, (38)

the scale factor of the brane becomes

eu(t) =
[(

1 − (m − 1)V
W (U + V )

)V kt

U

] (m−1)U
W (U+V )−(m−1)V . (39)

With the aid of (10) and (21),

1 − (m − 1)V
W (U + V )

> 0,

(m − 1)U
W (U + V ) − (m − 1)V

> 0,

so the brane also expands in this case. Moreover, when

m > 3, (40)

the scale factor of the brane eu(t) satisfies

d2

dt2
eu(t) > 0,

and the brane undergoes accerated expansion. In this situation, how-
ever, the extra space varies in size.
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To summarize, when D = 11, d = 3 and d = 6 for M-theory and
D = 10, d = 4 for superstring theory, the metric

ds2 = −dt2 + e2kt
d∑

i,j=1

δijdxidxj +
U2

V 2k2
(dθ2 + sinh2 θ(dΩD−d−2)2)

(41)
is the solution of the basic equations (5)∼(9) and the n-form field
strength term is constant and works as the cosmological constant at
a classical level. SM2-brane solution has a phenomenological signifi-
cance, where our braneworld is (3+1)-dimensional Robertson-Walker
spacetime and its extra space is hyperbolic and keeps its size constant.
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